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recently in the Gao Bo shield blog exposed a UNDERCOVER and German famous comfort shoes brand BIRKENSTOCK
cooperation slippers, the design is this year UC represents the network pattern. Blue, black, and black. The exact date of release is
unknown. 

's favorite summer trend is VISVIM's CHRISTO, but it's not really cool and comfortable. And UNDERCOVER X BIRKENSTOCK just
makes up for that. A friend of CHRISTO's aesthetic fatigue may wish to change. 

when you see this pair of shoes, is not reflected in the mind of a noun: Air Max 2 CB`94? But, if you look a little closer, you'll see that
these shoes have a lot different from the Air Max 2 CB`94, and that's why these shoes are named Air Max Barkley. Air Max Barkley
completely uses the Air Max 2 CB`94 shape design, and in the choice of materials and colors, but the use of new materials and
colors. Start with the uppers, no Air Max 2 CB`94 before the frosted skin, the upper side of a lot of more porous, basically is
"Hyperfuse""; technology applications. In terms of color matching, the first published colors are black, orange, red / Black / white, and
white / Blue / red. The configuration, as was still using the 270 degree visible Max Air, but obviously that is not the same as the sole,
whether there are other configuration is temporarily unknown. The shoes will be on sale in the spring of 2012, at a pre-sale price of
$130. 
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